This work presents a heuristic approach proposed by one of the finalists of the Third International Timetabling Competition (ITC2011). The KHE school timetabling engine is used to generate an initial solution and then Simulated Annealing (SA) and Iterated Local Search (ILS) perform local search around this solution.
Introduction
The diversity of School Timetabling models encountered around the world motivated the definition of an XML format to express different entities and constraints considered when building timetables [6] . The format evolved and a public repository[1] with a rich set of instances was built. To stimulated the research in this area, the Third International Timetabling Competition (ITC2011) occurred in 2012. This papers presents one of the finalists' solvers in this competition.
Solution Approach
Our approach uses the KHE school timetabling engine [2] to generate initial solutions and the metaheuristics Simulated Annealing and Iterated Local Search to perform local search around this solution. Since the constructive method is described in high level of details in [2] , only the local search procedures will be detailed in the next sections.
Local Search
Seven neighborhood structures were used in our local search approach:
-Event Swap (es): two events e 1 and e 2 have their timeslots t 1 and t 2 swapped; -Event Move (em): an event e 1 is moved from timeslot t 1 to another timeslot t 2 ; -Event Block Move (ebm): like es, but when moving adjacent events with different duration keeps these events adjacent; -Resource Swap (rs): two events e 1 and e 2 have their assigned resources r 1 and r 2 swapped, resources r 1 and r 2 should play the same role (e.g. both have to be teachers); -Resource Move (rm): an event e 1 has his assigned resource r 1 replaced by a new resource r 2 . -Permute Resources (pr): given a resource r 1 , up to n pr events assigned to r 1 have their timeslots permutated; the events are chosen at random and the parameter n pr is set to 7 so that all the permutations can be computed in a short amount of time. -Kempe Move (km): two times t 1 and t 2 are fixed and one seeks the best path at the bipartite conflict graph containing all events in t 1 and t 2 ; arcs are build from conflicting events which are in different timeslots and their cost is the cost of swapping the timeslots of these two events;
All local search methods can apply any move on the proposed neighborhoods (except pr, which is used only in the perturbation phase of ILS, returning the best different neighbor). If the instance requires assignment of resources (i.e. there exists at least one AssignResourceConstraint constraint), the kind of neighborhood is chosen based on the following probabilities: es = 0.20, em = 0.38, ebm = 0.10, rs = 0.20, rm = 0.10 and km = 0.02, otherwise, the neighborhood rs and rm are not used and the odds are: es = 0.40, em = 0.38, ebs = 0.20 and km = 0.02. These values were empirically adjusted.
Simulated Annealing Implementation
Proposed by [3] , the metaheuristic Simulated Annealing is a probabilistic method based on an analogy to thermodynamics simulating the cooling of a set of heated atoms. This technique starts its search from any initial solution. The main procedure consists of a loop that randomly generates, at each iteration, one neighbor s ′ of the current solution s. Movements are probabilistically selected considering a temperature T and the cost variation of the movement ∆.
The developed implementation of Simulated Annealing is described in Algorithm 1. Parameters used were α = 0.97, T 0 = 1, SAmax = 10, 000 and SAreheats = 5. The method selectN eighborhood() just chooses a neighborhood structure according to the neighborhood probabilities previously defined. 
else
Iterated Local Search
The method Iterated Local Search (ILS) [4] is based on the idea that a local search procedure can achieve better results by optimizing different solutions generated through disturbances on the local optimum solution.
Our ILS algorithm starts from an initial solution s 0 obtained by the Simulated Annealing procedure and makes disturbances of size p size under s 0 followed by a descent method. A disturbance is the unconditional acceptance of a neighbor generated by neighborhoods pr or km, both with 0.5 of probability.
The descent phase uses a Randomic Non Ascendent Method, which accepts only neighbors if they are better than or match the current solution. Tested moves are excluded from the neighborhood and return only when an improvement to the current best solution is reached. The local search phase ends when there is no remaining neighbor to be explored.
The local search produces a solution s
′ which will be accepted if it is better than the best solution s * found. In such case, the disturbance size p size gets back to the initial size p 0 . If the iteration Iter reaches a limit Iter max , the disturbance size is incremented. Yet if the disturbance size reaches a bound p max , it goes back to the initial size p 0 . Algorithm 2 presents the developed implementation of ILS. The considered parameters are ILS max = 10, 000, p 0 = 1, p max = 10 and M axIter p = 10.
